-·!f\_gnew: An American ·Tragedy
by Scot M. Faulkner
the Washington Post and Time for the rest of his life . However,
The incident of a vacancy in the magazine began to swirl up a there is another tragedy in the
office of the Vice President is not cloud of suspicion and un- Agnew resignation which affects
new to American history . Since certainty about the Vice our nation as a whole. Over the
James Madison there has been no President. Mounting an attack last year we have seen a vice
vice president •.,on· sixteen dif- against the news media Agnew presidential candidate resign SPIRO AGNEWferent occasions. The reasons for angrily proclaimed his innocence because of his pyschologi'cal
"An ounce of wit 1s w p rth
these vacancies have been and accused the news media of background, a vice president
varied: seven vice presidents trying him· in the public opinion resign because of tax evasion and a pound of sorro ,v .''
have died in, office eight vice polls . Further leaks were allegations of more serious
presidents have asc;nded to the published and i;:harges and wrongdoing , several former
presidency on'. the death of the counter charges began to arise cabinet members indicted on
President,-and one has resigned accusing Justice Department and campaign financing illegalities ,
~ause ,of policy disputes with White House officials of being and numerous other federal
his President. During this past ' 'out to get" the Vice President. officials indicted and-0r conweek a unique -new chapter was
At this point the Vice President victed of various crimes. The
AS SENIOR IN HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK ( 1937)
written as the seventeenth began the series of moves to Agnew resignation is cleariy only
vacancy occurred in -the· nation's remove his case from the public one of the more prominent and
second highest office. The sudden arena. His first attempt was unprecedented l)lows to the
and unbelie,vable end to Spiro sending a letter to Speaker of- the American faith in elected ofAgnew's tenure raises many House Carl Albert requesting a ficials . Whether it is the big city
questions about the man and the congressional investigation of Democratic machines or the
office, some of which go to the Justice Department charges "Plumbers", both have tarnished
very roots of our democracy .
agafnst him . Speaker Albert the American traditions of open,
by Joe Bruce
TiAt i:05 p.m. Eastern Standard refused Agnew 's request in a fair, and honest government. The
After advising the driver that
Eight Lawrence students he could make an official com me, Spiro Theodore Agnew decision questioned by many Agnew affair tarnishes these
ended his political career by congressmen as a denial of the traditions further as the Vice received jaywalking citations plaint at the police station, the
pleading "nolo contendere" (no congress's right to investigate. President has stood for five years last Friday evening in part of the officer called a paddy-wagon
contest) to . Justice. Department The Vice President's second as a sincere and honest public Appleton City Police's crack- and, without discussion , ushered
ctaharges that he was involved in move met with more success as - figure. Although he has always down on pedestrian violations. the eight Lawrence students to
iK evasion in 1967. Prior to
Federal Judge Walter E . Hoff- been controversial, his personal The students, Jack Hoag, Beth the station.
Hoag
later
Au~us~ 6, 1973 Spiro Agnew was man granted Agnew 's attorneys affairs had never been suspect Johnson, Matt Sigler, Martha discovered that the officer was
begmrung . to ride a crest that the power to gather information until the storm broke on August 6, Hall, Liz Orelup, Craig Ganyon, under the impression that the
c~~ have .swept him into the about the extent of the news leaks 1973. The destruction of such a Sue Wallace and Jeff Stump, paid eight were local high school
Pos1t1on of Republican nominee by questioning under oath any reputation within a few months $10 fines.
students who might be in
According to Jack Hoag, the possession of marijuana. They
for . President in 1976. Un- persons they felt to be "ap- will have its effects on the
~thhed by Watergate, popular propriate and necessary" . American political system for incident occurred between 12 :30 were not, however, asked about
~
the Republican rank and However, even with this many years to come. The and 1 :00 a .m. as the students at- this before ·being sent to the
file, and leading · the field of technical victory the controversy "Credibility Gap" of the Johnson · tempted to cross College Ave. at station.
~-OP. Presidential contenders over the guilt or innocence of the Administration was small in Division St. As the group was
The citation issued at the
}nturthe po~, Agnew had a brig_h t . Vice President was beginning to comparison to the yawning crossing the street the light station charged the students with
u e still ahead of him. On cripple the effectiveness of an canyon that now exists between changed and a car im~ediately walking against a "Don't Walk"
A~t 6 the ,WaU Street .Journal executive
branch already the public and elected officials in started forward, nearly hitting sign. The fine was set at $30.
published ~n artj,cle announcing derailed by Watergate . The general. Ho}V such a gap in faith Hoag and Beth Johnson . The two
After returning to campus
thadt ~e Vi~e Presid~nt ..was weight ,of the allegations against can be bridged will be the subject ran across the street to avoid some of the students contacted
un er mvestigation by Federal Agnew and the prospect of of much debate and speculation being struck as the others Mr. Chuck Rucker, head resident
prosec~tors in ,' regard to watching the weight increasing over the following months. We stopped at the mediun. The of Kohler. who in turn called the
MOITUption in Baltimore, County, and eventually immobilizing the can -only hope that our system driver of the car then jammed on Appleton public defender for
...!?.land. The pu~lishing of the entire executive branch led the which has stood the strains of his brakes and jumped out ex- legal advice. _}Joag ·related that
Civil War, world war, and claiming, "Who kicked my car!" the defender advised the students
began a sequence of Vice President to resign.
ta that sharply changed the
The ending of Spiro Agnew's depression can also survive this - As this was happening, a police to contest the ticket, on _the
Uc course of Spiro political · career only begins . the crisis in the basic attitudes and car near_by made a U-turn and grounds ·that the ''Don't Walk"
- - (Cont. on p. 6 col. 2)
Uabed nps leaks in ~rsonal tragedy he must endure beliefs of the nation's citizenry. stopped at the scene.

Appleton Cops Pick Up
Lawrence Streetwalkers

' --e
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Article to the Editors

College Ave. Protests Proposed
in economic terms it
the student body and University voiced
be effectively persuasive.' can
by Andrew Kalno,w
should make every attempt
3. I am well aware of the itn
As a serious Lawrence student possible to pursuade the City of
and a responsible citizen, I, Appleton to "see the light" and to portance of a strong and friend!·
Published each week of the college year except du~ing ~xamination peri~s
Andrew H. Kalnow, propose and make the " Bypass" solution a relat!onship between t~e
and vacations by The Lawrentian of Lawrence University. Printed by_Tm~will try to implement the reality . This means the im- mumty · a_n ~ the University
·mers Printing Company of Appleton. Year subscription$~; ove~seas a1rma1I
following action toward a mediate introduction of greater However , 1t 1s the Community··
$15; seamail $6. Second class postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin.
reasonabl e and satisfactory and more effective pressure than responsibility to be responsive
.. Joe Bruce and Sue Jansky
solution to Lawrence Univer- what has already been at- Lawrence's needs and requests
Editors-in-Chief ....... .
. Sam Mccreedy
Bu siness Manager .... .
. Paul Donnelly
sity 's critical problem of a future tempted. As well as being a While a Lawrence boycott oi
Editor ial Director ... .
. Dave Duperrault
for East College Avenue :
prestigious institution in Ap- Appleton's businesses and any
News Editor .. . .
... Gary Richardson
1. To circulate a-petition to all
Feature Editor ..
pleton LU is a highly important disruptive action may seem to
........... Scott Russell
LU students for their signature econo~ic asset to the City . A jeopardize this important
Sports Editor . . . . ...... .
. Curt Cohen, Jon Cowett
Assistant Sports Editors ..
endorsing the adoption of the boycott should be introduced at relationship, it is at jhe same
.. . Emily Miller
Theatre and Arts Editor .
"Bypass Plan " without com- once after the petition is signed . time essential that Lawrence be
................. Scot Faulkner
Contributing Editor ..
. . Linda Behar, Matt Brockmeier
promising recourse to the There are Lawrence students firm and committed to solving its
Editorial Assistants ..
. John Bruce, Chris McCarthy
"Widening College Avenue who are anxious to engage in particular problems. ls it not
Artist . . .
. . Joan Ogden
Plan" . The same petition is to be private enterprise and who can obvious that the University .has a
Photography ·Editor ...
. .............................. George Steed
presented to L .U.C .C. as a provide certain commodities to very sound and arguable case for
Photography Staff ........... Elliot Berlin, Dave Davenport, Dave DeNoble,
resolution , as well as to the the students through sources the adoption of the "By~ass" and
Rich Hearn, Andy Kai now, Christine Smith, John Sund lot
Appleton City Council with the other than Appleton . Likewise, not the "Widening" plan? The
Layout Editors ...
. Louise Freyberger, Nancy
Maxwell
following points : a) that failure the Administration can seek, or issue is crucial for both Lawrence
. Frederick Gannett, Kirk Kolodner
to reasonably consider and adopt threaten to seek , services from and Appleton - so important for
Circulation Managers ..
the "Bypass Plan" in light of
the future that a risking of a bit of
STAFF: Mark Berry, Page Danley, Jenny Glatch, Phoeb~ Grant, Donna
eagerly
awaiting spilt tea on College Avenue, if not
LU's legitimate needs may easily other
Hohnson, Tracy Kahl, Sharon Lamb , Sandy Maldo_
nado, Tom Moore, Emm~tt
cause a boycott by LU students of businesses . I'm sure that a the erecting of an Avenue. Wall,
Morris, Susan Olski, Sue Reeves, Jim Reich, ~att1 Robertson, Sally Scoggin,
Appleton businesses, and b) that boycott can not be really ef- should be made without
Linda Stieve, Kaye Stiff, John Ulsh, Lisa Weins.
the group signing the petition will fective, but as a symbolic protest hesitation if necessary.
lobby the University Administration to likewise adopt a
temporary boycott of services
presently
furnished
by
businesses in the City of ApThis summer , while criminal allegations focused on Nixon pleton .
l e tters may be-submitted to the Lawrerrtian office or to staff memben. No
rather than Agnew, William Buckley observed that most
2. If a reasonably quick unsigned letters will be printed, although the writer's name may be deleted upon
young people, even young Republicans, were enthralled with response to this petition's request request. Copy deadline is 9 p.m . Wednesday; letters must be typed, ·daub/,
the "sheer thrill" of an impeachment. Their fascination with is not made, the above mentioned Jpa ced. letters submitted late or in incorrect form may not appear in the iuu,
the following Friday. The Lawrentian reserves the right to malce1 minor
the scandals and the plausible scenarios for presidential steps toward boycott will be soon of
editorial changes or shorten letters without changing meaning.
removal fostered a naive eagerness for new and more thereafter implemented. If the
damaging developments. With Agnew's difficulties and boycott proves to be ineffective
ultimate resignation a new development beyond many and the City Council refuses to
active in university affairs.
reasonably adopt the "Bypass
people 's wildest hopes occurred.
Therefore, I exhort you to make a
Plan",
then
student
groups
will
A significant portion of the students on this campus
diligent choice for your L.U .C.C.
greeted the news with little sense of sorrow and little sense of be encouraged to use riotous and To the Editors:
representative.
disruptive measures in order to
Next week , elections will be
-ANDREW KALNOW
tragedy, either for the individual or for the nation. Instead, the pressure the Council's immediate
held
to
form
this
year's
student
outright expressions of joy were balanced generally be ex- reconsideration .
representatives on L.U .C.C.,
clamations of "one down and one to go."
Notes on the above mentioned Lawrence's community governThe proposed widening of
It is probably not good public relations for the Lawrentian
1
proposal:
College Avenue has created a
ment. I encourage the student
to lecture the campus on this subject. Let it suffice for us to
swirl of controversy both on the
body to carefully consider the
1. I believe the LU Adexpress our regret over the tragic events surrounding Agnew's
Lawrence University campus
candidates
running
in
their
dorm
has made a
resignation. He was guilty and rightly accepted the con- ministration
and
in the Appleton community.
constituency,
and
vote
for
those
reasonable and important
In an attempt to present all
sequences. But the country has suffered for his crime, as it will proposal to the Appleton City individuals who appear to be
sides of this important issue the
even more so if other crimes are found to directly implicate Council in the "Bypass Plan" capable and willing to fulfill the
Lawrence ' College Republicans
the President. Is it too much to hope that the revelation of any 'A'.hich is responsible both to important role of active.
are sponsoring a panel discussion
further criminal activities in high government be greeted with Lawrence's and Appleton's thoughtful, and responsible
·
in Riverview Lounge on Thur·
apprehension rather than triumph? It will be far better for the present and future needs . At the representatives.
.
In the' last few years, the sday. Oct. 18.
country if Nixon is eventually vindicated and can finish his same time, it can be effectively
The meeting will be open to the
argued
that
the
"Widening
reputation
of
L.U.C.C.
as
an
term away from the personal stigma of corruption.
College Avenue Plan" is un- effective community government public and will begin at 7 p.m.
desirable to both the College and has been downgraded . There The members of the panel will
the City . Therefore LU should may be some truth to the ac- be: Robert G. Miller, Appleton
stand firm and resolve to accept curacy of this opinion. One director of public works; Marwin
Wrolstad, · Lawrence
and accept only the "Bypass reason for this situation has been O.
Plan " .
the ineffectiveness of the in- University vice~president for
College Avenue has commanded a lot of space in the
business affairs; Walter H.
dividual representatives .
Lawrentian . This is because we feel that the problems of
2. In the face of present opResponsible and effective Kalata, alderman for the Second
College Avenue are serious and that Lawrence should do position to the "Bypass Plan" student leaders and L.U.C.C . Ward of Appleton, and Dave
something about it. We do not wish on the other hand, to be and the threat of the imminent representatives are most likely to Prosser, a member of an Apunderstood as adopting an antagonistic attitude towards the adoption of the "Widening Plan" be individuals experienced and pleton Citizens group opposed to
the widening of College Avenue.
city of Appleton. We hope our disagreement on this point will
After brief opening remarks by
not affect amicable relations with the city in general.
the members o( the vanel. time
The possibility of the city council approving a plan which
will be allotted fq.r question~ from
bypasses the campus is good. As indicated (see page one), the
the· audience.
.
depa_r~ent of planning is conducting a study into the
.,
possi_b ihty of _a bypass: Any student action will ·be helpful in
pushmg the city council to·approve the bypass . Letters to the
BY
council , a large turnout at the debate on the subject on
Elect1"ons
Thursday, Oct. 18 and the quiet presence of a number of
L1
Lawrence students at the meeting of the streets and Sanitation
The following people are
Depar~ent next _Mond~y at 4:~0 p .m. in City Hall will affect ,___,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.a___==========-icandidates to represent their
the senousness with which the city views Lawrence's concern .
resp~tive
living
the
Only.
one ·units..
personon may
Eric Clapton's Ra1"nbow Generat1·on Woman, " "F ace I n LUCC.
represent each living unit, SO
Concert <RSO S0877 0598) ·,n- The Cl ou d ," an d "How-Hi-the
·
eludes all that we have come to Li " ) and one cut, "Hey Mr . elections will be held next
expect from live albums - Po11·ce
. man " ) f rom Family's Monday and Tuesday to deter·
strained and muffled vocals , a Mus 1c I n A D oII' s House. Grech's mine the representatives. Voting
greater than average number of bass and vocal work on these cuts on Monday will take· place in
guitar cliches , and tumultuous is genera II Y sol"d
1 . His violin Downer from 11 :30 to 1:00 p.Dl,,
,
St~dent criticism has been directed at the S ecial E
app1ause following every. cut. tech mque
·
, however, is · hardly and voting Tuesday w1·11 be in
Committee (SEC) for several reasons The p
vents E ven the combined forces of remar ka bl e (remember his Colman from 12:00 to t:00 p.m.
· t·1ve violin
·
complaint has been that the quality of e~tertai:~!t tcimmohnt P.eter Townshend, Rick Grech , un 1·m agma
solo on Candidate At-Large.·
Mike
JRebop,
to Lawrence has been poor .
n roug
1m Capaldi,
· h 's "Sea of Joy"?). His
Jimmy Ronnie
KarsteinWood
and Brmd F a1t
Nowak, Cathy Thurow
We feel that a more fundamental r bl
Steve Winwood can't make this work with Ginger Baker's Air- Colman: Martha Davis, Joan
participation in the SEC decision-mlki~ em, that of student
·t·
force ("Doin ' It") , Gram ParDoody, Cydney Em
· ck
um exc1
mg . Who
really wants
the crucial one. Because of ignorance 0g proc:s, has b~n atolbhear
"Badge
," "Presen<:e
of ~on;f' ( ' 'K iss the Children") , Ormsby : Emmett Mortis, Libe'
SEC's functions, the Lawrence co
: apa Y regarding
the Lord," or "After Midnight"
ra IC ("Rock and Roll Stew" )
Schumacher
right and neglected its dut t b mmu~ity has forfeited its again? Clapton would do well to and Blind Faith (what else? "Se~ Tre;\'.er: Dave Kaehler, Ancl1
of . Joy") reveals a mo~e
. which performers come to Yth~ c!~me mvolved in choosing
retw:n to_the stijdio and get some mu_ltimensional . ar,tist . who ,can w·Ke,·alnsnQ~' John Petracek,
The Lawrentian offers its
pus.
new msp1ration .
.
and debate on alternatives f~agr: a f~rum for dis_cussion
Speaking of rock superstars wn~e and perform in a wide . Plantz: Dave
For example, suggestions on r or_ commg entertamment. (and we were). Rick Grech has a vai:1ety of contexts. Being verRussell
year's winter concert might be PITst~l.e perf~rmers for this n~w album out called The Last sahle, of course, isn't everything. Small Houses: Brian C
anyonE: ~ho can sing, play
C . Sh
ff
a list of the most
· ·
n e m commg weeks. Then F1 ve Years (RSO SO 876 0598) It But
~ass and v10hn, and write lines
onme
eeris, Je rey
0
food centers for
J11d!e distributed in th~ contains a fairly good sample· of hke "And we'd like to know - ,·r Fraternity
Quad:
what <?rech has been up to for the M
Foreman,· Dave Guzik
In any case we urg th t
en .
last
_f1v,E:
years.
His
stint
with
_r.
Chou
En-lai,
he
gets
high
Sage:
Barb
Goodman
established thro'ugh whi~h : a concrete mechanism be
Family is represented by three with all the tea in China" will
McCarthy' Amy Sti
preferences to the Special Evetnutsdencts co.uld express their cuts
from the album Family always have a place· in the rock Kohler: Julie Co
omm1ttee.
Entertainment <"Second
Good, but not great,
Morgan

Cori

J

Agnew and Nixon

.£elieM, /,o tJ,,e

c~ ...

Give LUCC Capability

College Avenue Con't.
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Campus Notes

Sorrow and Pity
A special documentary film,
•'The Sorrow and the Pity", w~ll
be shown Sunday at 1:30 p.m. m
Stansblll'Y Theatre. The film,
joindy sponsored by the Com mittee on Publ~c Occasions., and
the Main Hall Forum, is based on
~nal accounts of those who
lived through the Nazi occupation
of France. It is approximately
four hours in length. There will be
a second showing of the film only
if there is an overflow for the
afternoon showing. Those interested in ascertaining whether
or not a second showing is
scheduled should call the library
at ext. 229 after 4 p.m. Sunday.
-0-

Fund R&.ising and
AcadeniiePrograins
There will be a discussion on

the subject of the impact of fund
raising on academic programs at
small, private, liberal arts
colleges, at the Gasthaus Wolf.
Eningen at 7 p.m., October 13.
Frau Kalbfell will act as
moderator. Neunen wein, most
and zwiebelkuchen will be served.

-oPoetry Contest
Students are invited to enter
poems for the "Poet of the Year"
Award sponsored by Atlantic
Press. The first prize is $7200. All
styles will be considered, and
there are no-r~triction on sub'jett_rnatter, Entries:should be no
'longer than 40 lines. For details
and entry forms write: Atlantic
Press (Awards), 520 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N:ew York
10036.
--0-

Posta RfcaPr:ogram,
On Tuesday·, · Oct.
16,
Professors Fred Lange and Dal')
Shea of Beloit College will be on
~mpus as representatives of the
ACM Costa Rica· Program in
biology and the social sciences.
Lange and Shea will giy__e slide
presentations on the program at
9:50a.m. and again at 11 :10 a .m .
in order to accommodate sutdents who may have class conflicts. Then frtjm 12:30-3:00 p.m .
the ACM representatives will be
available for questions and
general discussion of the
program in Riverview.
--0-

Student l;'arking

Mr. Wendell Rex, pastor of
Emmanuel Methodist Church
has announced that· the church
par~ng lof wm · no longer be
available for student parking,
due to remodeling and the
Church's increased needs for
parking space.

Greenhouse & Pressler Tickets?

lndianAnthropologistat

Anyone who has tickets to the
Chamber Music Concert of
Greenhouse and Pressler October 17 and finds that they will
not be able to attend is asked to
contact the Manager of Public
Events, Frank Duchow, x287. The
concert is sold out and there are a
large number of people looking
for tickets .

ProfeZ!~~n ~a.ll~~r~~lhotra ,
Profess9r of Anthropology at the
Deccan College Research Institute, University of Poona will
visit the Lawrence Campu's on
Wednesday October 17. He will
present a paper to the Main Hall
Forum on Wednesday afternoon
at 4:00 p.m. in Worcester Art
Center reporting the results of his
ethnographic research among
the Dh~ngars '(a cas'te of sem'inomad1c
shepherds
in
Maharashtra) . Mr. mamuu·a ua:s
led numerous field expeditions in
India and has recently been
appointed director of the
Dhangar
and
Nandiealla
projects.
Professor Malhotra will also be
available by appointment on
Thursday morning, October 18, to
talk with students interested in
going to Poona on the India Study
Program. Students interested in
meeting with him should make
appointments through Mr .
Stanley.
All students and faculty are
invited to the Main Hall Forum .

-0-

Poetry Readings

Although a list of formal
readings has not yet been compiled for this term, readings will
g~nerally be given on Wednesday
mghts . The entire program, to
continue 'into Winter term will
include readings by establlshed
~ets; students; and faculty i
films; and recorded readings.
A workshop, beginning October
12, will occur in the Coffeehouse
on Fridays at 4:00 p.m. This is
meant to be informal, for those
who like to read, and for those
who want to listen. Faculty and
students alike are invited, and
the Viking Room will be open,
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
If you are interested in participating in any way, either in
--0the workshop, or in the evening
readings, contact Steve Jones,
Committee on College Ave.
tel. 731-4361, or leave a note with
Formed
Jeanne Tissier, Student AcAn Ad Hoc committee has been
tivities Director.
formed in order to coordinate
-0student activities concerning the
widening of College Avenue. A
In the Coffeehouse this Friday
This Friday, Oct. 12th, at 9:30 petition will be circulated during
p.m. the coffeehouse will present the next few weeks . Those inthe Morgan Brothers. Their terested students should contact
selections cover a wide range of either Paul Donnelly (ext. 353) or
Chris McCarthy (ext. 338).
bluegrass, blues, and folk
something for everyone. Admission is 50c.
-0--0-

Public Occasions

Math Speaker

The Committee on Public
Occasions is interes.ted in
receiving
proposals
from
members of the Lawrence
student body , faculty and staff.
The committee is a co-ordinating
body which seeks to provide a
variety of programs , whether
sponsored by the committee or by
other organizations or individuals . The committee is also
constituted to support a program
of resident scholars, writers and
artists .
Persons or groups may wish to
submit their proposals through
the following persons, particularly when the nature of a
proposed program is related to
the
committee
member 's
department area of interest or
organization. Contact: Mr . Ester,
Chairman, Mr. Bullis, Secretary,
Thea Ellery, Douglas Gold
(terms 2 & 3), Lynn LaJone, Mr .
Marden, Mr . Purdo, Scott Russel,
Mr. Schroeder, Mr . Shibley, Mr.
Ribbens, Jeanne Tissier, Lana
Woodruff, Mr . Yound. The
committee meets the first
Thursday of each month at noon. _

Professor Mary Ellen Rudin of
the Department of Mathematics
at the Uinversity . of Wisconsin ·
will speak · at Lawrence on Oc-·
tober 18. Her talk will be designed
for people with or without much
background in mathematics. The
talk will be held at 2:50 in
Stephenson 302.
-0-:-

Help Needed for MexicanAmerican Migrants!

Participants needed for Title I
day-care program for MexicanAmerican migrants living in
Outagamie County . Volunteers
needed for both the pre-school
program and he,alth and
domestic care program for
mothers . Drivers are also
needed . The program will involve
two week-day mornings at the
Appleton United M.ethodist
Church. Anyone interested
should contact Suzanne LeVan ,
ext. 352.

NEW· PAPERBACKS:
-JOURNEY TO IXTLAN -

Carlos Castaneda

Finally in paperback one of the most read books in recent
times.
-PIAF -

Simone Berteaut

.

John Barth

Now in paperback one of John Barth'~ best an_d most popular
works in which. he transforms myth mto reahty.

-WOMEN & MADNESS -

Dr. Phyllis Chesler

by Susan Reeves and
Sharon Lamb

first conceived by the Altrusa
There's
something
for Women's Club of Appleton , in
everyone at Appleton's first search of a means to increase
Applefest to be held October 12- tourism, beautify the city and
community
in21. Pat Boone, new charismatic stimulate
Christian, will croon such old volvement. The idea gained such
favorites as "April Love" in his enthusiastic support from the
musical spectacular to be held at mayor and several city engineers
four and seven p.m . Sunday at that the advisory council decided
Appleton East High School. to incorporate it. Applefest Inc.
Those who bopped to the "big plans to beautify the city through
apple" may leave the Big Apple the. planting of crabapple trees ,
Dance Contest with a trophy and which may be purchased at a
a $25 bond. A carnival and a discount rate during the festival.
unique craft and artifact show Maxine Vanevenhoven,
are two other events planned for President of Applefest Inc., hopes
"to have apple trees blooming all
the ten-day festival.
The idea for the festival was around us in the future ."

APPLEFESTSCHEDULE
DANCE

~

Teen Dance-Oct. 12, 8:00-12 :00 p.m. at Pierce Park.
Square Dance-Oct. 13, 2:00p.m. at Pierce Park.
Big Apple Dance Contest-Oct. 13, 5:00 p.m . at Pierce
Park.
MUSIC

Pat Boone Musical Spectacular - Oct. 14, 4:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p,m. at Appleton East High School.
Evening Musical Festival - Oct. 15, 8:00 p.m . at LU
Memorial Chapel.
THEATRE

"Somewhere I have Never Traveled", Reader's
Theatre, Oct. 16, 8:15 p.m., at the YMCA.
ART

Unique Craft and Artifact Show presented by Etcetera,
Oct 19 from 1:00-5 :00 p.m. and 7:00-9:00 p.m.; Oct. 20
· from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m . at the First Congregational
Church.
LECTURE

"Work arid Magic: Four Recent English Novels " by
Ms. Elizabeth Forter of the LU Faculty, Oct. 18 at9:00
a .m. in All Saints Episcopal Church .
MISCELLANEOUS

Carnival - Weekdays, 6:00-12:00 p.m . Saturdays,
12:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m. Sundays, 11:00 a.m.-12:00 a.m.
Parade - Oct. 13, 10: 00 a .m. on College Avenue .

WLFM Starts Music Series
(LUN) Radio station WLFM
(91.1 mHz) has begun broadcasting the 13-week series
"Music From Lawrence." Each
weekly program features taperecorded selections from public
performances given by students,
faculty, and ensembles of the
Lawrence Conservatory of
Music .
"Music Frem Lawrence" is
also heard weekly on the affiliated stations of the Wisconsin

Educational Radio Network and
six other stations spread
throughout the nation .
Directing the series is Edward
Rath, assistant professor of
music. Assistant professor of
theatre and drama, Mark
Malinauskas, announces the
programs with the technical
assistance of Paul Hollinger,
associate professor of music, and
Larry Page, engineer of WLFM .
The programs begin at 6:00 p.m .

Conkey's

.

The life story of one of the most intense singers m the history of
music _ soon to be made into a movie by the producers of
"Cabaret".

-CHIMERA -

·

Appleton Originates
Applet.f.est
Celebrati·on
J•

Dr. Chesler examines a problem that becomes_more_and m~~~
complex everyday. Drawing from personal mterv1ews w1
women of all ages and backgrounds Dr. Chesler puts before us
some truly amazing evidence.

Buyback PQlicy
Now Through November 3rd
All books may be returned. New books will be refunded
less 10 percent if unmarked. Used or marked books will
be refunded at ~ the selling price. We suggest you sell
books not being usedj as they may be of no value at the
end of the semester. In all cases, you must have the cash
register receipt for the book to obtain a .refund.

City's Views On College Ave. Differ
by Chris McCarthy

Early this week Ja~k Hetu,
director of city planning , a~d
Robert Miller , director of pu_bhc
works , commented on the various .
plans for College Avenue.
.
Hetu sa id that he was looking
into alternatives to widening
College Avenue . He suggested
that a bypass might be the best
answer but could not elaborate on
any alternatives until the study of
the problem was completed . The
report of the study should be
ready sometime in December.
Miller, the principal proponent
of widening College Avenue , in
reference to President Thomas
Smith 's compromise saici : ·· "I
jump enthus1 ast1cally at the
suggestion " . He could not give a
formal response to the com promise , though , until the
engineers in public works have
studied it. But he felt that
although it would not reduce the
speed of traffic , the boulevard
would solve the student's
problems in crossi ng the road
and al the same time allow for
the necessary changes on the
road.
A public interest group composed of residents of East College
Avenue has also been fighting the
proposed widening of the avenue .
Their needs are very similar to
Lawrence's. In response to their
demands , Miller explained that
one of the problems of running a

city was in trying to accommodate both private and
social needs . He said , "College
Avenue Bridge ' handles almost
20,000 vehicles a day , most of
which continue into town " and
explained that they had to be
considered as well.
Miller justified the need for
widening College Avenue by
citing the daily traffic and adding
that traffic standards recom mend four lanes for traffic of this
volume. Each lane is supposed to
be at least 11 feet wide,
preferably 12. At present , College
Avenue is only 33 feet wide . In
addition the road needs resurfacing 'because the present
surface is old and maintenance
repair will be inadequate.
Whatever the plans for College
Avenue are, the street will have
to be widened in the immediate
future. Even if the city of Appleton decides that there should
be a bypass around College
Avenue , it "will take 10 years to
affect" , so, "let's solve a 10 year
problem while we look into long
range plans ." He therefore expects to widen College Avenue
starting January under any
circumstances . The repaired and
widened street will be too big for
traffic if and when the city
completes the bypass plan , but
Miller writes that off as the price
to pay for efficiency ·in the
meantime.

Food Savings,
Refunds Explained
by Lisa Weins

Despite rising food cos ts ,
Lawrence University has kept
the board charge to $10 in the last
three yea rs . According to Mr .
Wrolstad, vice-president of
business affairs , this is due to
increased efficiency and greater
use of the food service and not to
lowered quality or quantity . He
also announced a $7.80 refund on
student ' food bills.

si ties . But the Wisconsin
legislature ·passed a measure in
August excluding the college
board contracts from the tax
when it was too late to correct the
billings . Some students were not
informed of the possible refund .
If the student's bill was paid for

Mr. Wrolstad outlined several
factors in the battle to keep
quality up and prices down . First
of all , the continuous food service
at Downer resulted in a savings
on labor . The work level remains
steady instead of having many
people employed at the peak
hours. This system , set up· in the
1971-72 spring term , has been
more economical. Part of the
change initiated then was the
closing of Colman on Saturdays
and Sundays.
Over the last two years,
summer conferences , camps and
wo rkshops
at
Lawrence
University have been increased.
Each program uses the food
service on campus. Since there is
a fixed overhead such as
building costs, ins~rance and
staff, the _more people using the
food service , the less the service
will _cost . In this way , the food
service has been able to hold
down the costs for student
boarders. Two related causes
the _outside groups using food
services for special events during
the school year and the increased
number of board_ers on campus ,
helped to keep prices down in the
same way. Mr. Wrolstad com mented , "The more people we
feed, the more effici ent we are ,,
He e~phasized that, "We are n~l
reducmg the quality or qua ntity
of food services in any way . In
fact , w~ are always working on
,mprovmg the qual ity of food at
Lawrence University. "
Many of the students also were
not_aware of the $7.80 refund on
their food bill , according to Mr.
Wrol sta d . The Wisconsin 4
percent sales tax had covered
food sold to students at univer-

Marwin 0 . Wrolstad

the first term , before one adjustment had been made the
$7.80 will be applied to the s~cond
term bill. A refund can be
requested at the business office
on second floor , Brokaw Hall . If
not, the credit will automatically
be applied to the next term bill.

Miller 's arguments against a
bypass of College _ Avenu~ ~re
that it will reqwre stnppmg
Franklin Street, the most likely
bypass route , of its trees , and
displacing residents whose lawns
and front rooms will have to be
torn down to make room for the
widened road. Widening College
Avenue has none of these
problems. In addition, he noted
that Franklin Street is skewed
and will make it difficult to build
a wider road that is straight.
The question about the future of
College Avenue will have to be
resolved soon because , according
to Miller , the final plans for it
have to be decided on before
J anuary 1, 1974. This is. so that
public works can start work then.

powerfully Pick
his way through a pair of poles? And so what 1f he does?

P_ERCHANCE, does .the persnickedy paddle!

SEC Puts Stock
by Matthew G. Brockmeier

and
David Duperrault
The " If" concert at the end of

this month is one of a number of
events which are planned and
financed by the Special Events
Committee <SEC) every year.
Very few students , however ,
know anything about the manner
in which the SEC makes its
decisions . This· year, for instance,
the committee will spend $14,000
of the students ' money for concerts, films , coffeehouse events
and other activities .
The members of the SEC,
which is headed by Lana
Woodruff , find that a lack of
awareness
of
committee
procedures by the student body
results in very little student
participation in the decision
making process of the committee . The SEC's money is
available for use by any student
or student group submitting a
written proposal explaining what
the money would be used for and
both the students and the committees role in promoting the
event.
Another facet of this same
problem is that the Committee
has no accurate means of judging
the tastes of the Lawrence
student body , so that the
decisions which they make are
based on possibly inaccurate
perceptions of student taste .
· According to Steve Bell , a SEC
member, the diversity of musical
taste is a major problem , with
som~ . students
preferring
trad1tional folk , others pure jazz
and still others hard rock . This
means that a group picked by the
SEC may not be a success at L. U .
In addition, many suggestions
which are made for concerts are
unreasonable , groups which are
out ~f L.U.'s price range.
This problem is symptomatic
of the working problems which
are faced by the SEC when it
attempts to put on a concert The
first basic problem is the ·high
cost of good entertainment and
the lack of funds available to the
c?mmittees . An example of the
high cost of entertainment would
be Loggins and Messina according to Lana Woodruff. Ayear
ago they were asking j4000 for an
appearance, while 6 months later

APPLETON'S FINEST DINING for Your
HEAVY DINNER DATE

•

in

their cost had risen to $15,000.
Other good groups, while not
experiencing this much of a price
increase, are still out of
Lawrence's range, asking from
$5 ,000 to $15,000 for a performance . Because of this , the
$14,000 budget for SEC is not
adequate to finance big name
groups in concerts, along with
other events.
A second problem , which
follows from the first , are the
tour schedules of groups within
L.U .'s price range. If a group's
plans do not include concerts in
the Chicago-Milwaukee or
Wisconsin areas it is virtually
impossible to get them to come to
Lawrence .
Finally, there is the problem of
facilities in Appleton for ·putting
on a concert once a group is found
to play here. The most commonly
used auditorium is the Lawrence
_Memorial Chapel , although a
number of problems are
associated with its use . One is
whether the Chapel will be
available for an event when a
group is available . Since the
Chapel is basically for use by the
conservatory , school events take
priority over special events .
Thus, if there is a Conservatory
concert on a Sunday, for instance, the Chapel is set up
several days prior to the concert
for rehearsal by the group involved . Therefore the Chapel is
unavailable immediately
preceding sch'ool - events for
concerts or other special events .
In addition , the Chapel only has
a c~pacity of 1200 so that getting
a big-name group would not be
economically feasible . Even if
the cost to the students was $5 per
pers?n, this would only net $6000,
leavmg a large deficit for a good
group . Outside of the Chapel
there really is no suitabl~
auditorium on campus or in the
community .
MEN! - WOMEN!

JO~S 0~ SHIPS! No experience required . Excellent
pay . Worldwide
travel.
Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information
SEAFAX, Dept. U-ll p .O. Bo~
2049,
Port
Angeles
Washington 98362.
'

Input
A specific example of the
problems encountered by SEC in
arranging a concert was the
Randy Newman concert of last
spring . The Newman appearance
has been variously characterized
as a fiasco and as a gi::eat sue.
cess . Financially, -it was
definitely _a- flop, since SEC
recovered very little of the $4200
it invested in the concert.
The audie.nce did respond very
appreciatively to Newman's
performance, and Lana Woodruff
commented that she and other
committee members received
many compliments on SEC's
choice. However , other students
interviewed since the con~rt
expressed a definite ..Jack of
enthusiasm for Newman's music.
Several committee members
were considering a number of
. other bands for the spring term
concert , including Captain
Beefheart, Commander Cody and
Leo Kottke. However, due to a
lack of communic;ation among
SEC members , and to the fact
that deadlines were approaching,
Randy Newman was chosen
without full committee approval.
Confusion over the availability
of the Chapel also complicated
matters. Eventually Newman's
appearance was rescheduled for
a weeknight, which coupled with
rainy weather, may, have influenced the poor turnout.
At the present time , problems
concerning student participation
take precedence in the future of
the SEC, and so it should be
mentioned that students in·
terested in making suggestions to
the Committee can contact, in
writing, Jeanne Tissier at the
Student Union.

WfRENT

ALL NEW
FORDS!
LOW AS.

$5 DAY,
_5c MllE
. "Requirements:"
I. You must be 21
2. Valid driver's license:
3. C;ish deposit

s Conquer· the ·
Nes· of the Wild Wolf

Chamber Trio
Will Perform

byCbarlieMatloc~
Si~ple? The matter is comtemperatures, bright fall . phcated a bit by monster waves
and a white-water river rolling , 'curlers,' tricky cros~
~ .members of the- _LU ~urr~nts and cold water . Timing,
outbll club for the Last Ditch Judgmg , score tabulating and the
~ater Slalom for can~s like is done by competitors .
~ -t _~ks last weekend. A qmet
For the intrepid LU Trio , the
was planned for after the only rewards were exercise and
the time spent out of doors
Goodman, . George Steed "Practice, more practice! " on~
,our.reporter mustered early was heard to exclaim from the
00 iaturdaY morning, left Ap- water . After the race we went
~ -and headed north . for north ~o a calmer stretch of water
~ig}ade . and ~ei:iommee for a one hour cruise. It was
ciiuftties. W:ith two outmg club Goodman's first attempt at the
uyaks strapped to the top of the sport, and for a novice he faired
car, the trio ventured north . very well .
Through Black Creek, Bonduel ,
The Wolf , 85 miles north of
Shawano and Keshena we Appleton, is one of the state's few
coasted,seeing the Wisconsin fall remaining wild rivers . The best
colors at their zenith . At the sign, midwestern white-water river it
"Smokey Falls & Daile~ of the is _perfectly suited to outing ciub CRAZY KAMIKAZE KA YAKER careens across the cold
wolf," the car turne~ mto the tnps . It flows through miles of currents of the curving course.
woods and followed a dirt road to untouched wilderness, eventually

I

w~

the river. When
got to the
Dalles we paid our 10c admission
and registered for the race.
The race was a local effort
sponsored by ~teed·~ father, an
active competitor himself. The
object of a competition of this
sort is to take a kayak through a
set of gates, or pari&. of poles
suspended from a wire strung
across the river in a designated
order as quic~y .as possible.

into the Fox and by the campus.
Next spring more competition
will be held on the Wolf and day
or weekend trips may be taken
with the Outing Club · kayaks at
any time. To acquaint students
and faculty with the sport and to
teach the use of kayaks , pool
sessions will be held at Alexander
Gymnasium this winter . Those
interested in information should
contact George Steed, ext . 544.

Weekd ays & Sa t. 7: 00 & 9 :00
Sunday: l :00. 3:00, 5:00. 7:00, 9 :00

lmothy

· Bottoms

· Week days & Sa t. 7:30 & 9:30
Sund ay: I :30, 3:30. 5:30, 7:30. 9:30

AMiRACLEOFA
MOViE MUSiCAL !
Sa turd ay & Sunday

- --5:00. 7:00. 9:00

Charles Bronson · Telly Savalas
Jill Ireland

Tex and Leste.r to
l(nock 'Em Dead

· Lester's youth was an unhappy
one. Says Lester , "My momma
The cultural scope of the had a real frail constitution , in
Lawrence University community fact she passed away about a
will be broadened this fall with year 'fore I was born. But my
the addition of two prominent sister Leroy Jane . brung us ·
radio personalities : Lamar children up with an iron hand and
"Tex" La Rue·and Lester Okum . a wooden leg ." For years Lester
They will be broadcasting from was " Woofer" the dog who
WLFM on alternate Monday wouldn 't eat on national radio
nights starting Monday , October and made Trailblazer dog food
15 at 8:45 p.m. Their show the the esteemed product it is today .
Meanwhile Tex was practicing
Moonshine Hour, promises to
sieze the university by its' very every spare minute, learning to
substance . The following in- play the electric ocarina . After
formation comes (with thanks to two years he landed a job with
by Robert Gillis
Discouraged by overcast
Abalone Recording Co.) from the Mug's Jug Stompers playing the
jacket of their latest album : How triangle on the roof garden of the weather but encouraged by the
Two Partially Gifted Malcontents Peabody hotel in Spleen, Nevada . idea of an afternoon away (rom
One night Tex was tapping out campus , eighteen Lawrentians
Almost Made Good . .
the hottest triangle solo , in participated in the Outing Club
Prison is a small world recorded history when a man bike hike and picnic last Sunday.
especially in a small town, but came up to him and said, "Son The 23-mile round trip , organized
with their release from the you 're cut out for radio , so why by Robert Gillis , took the group to
Mound City drunk tank Lamar don't you just cut out."
High Cliff State Park where inTex and Lester arrive in Ap- dividuals spent a relaxing af"Tex" La Rue and Lester Okum
began their meteoric ascent to pleton at 3:00 a .m . Sunday ternoon hiking , climbing, and
where they are today . (Where morning on the midnight freight throwing frizbees .
that is a matter of conjecture in out of Menasha . A welcoming
The park is about a one-hour
some circles . ) Their unique reception will be held at 7 :00 am ride from Lawrence. Anyone
brand of entertainment combines . in the Boom Boom Room of the wanting to make a similar trip is
everything you've ever heard Zephyr Hotel. (Across the street encouraged to check the
with a lot you wish you hadn 't. from the Salvation Army depot.) reference map on the Outing Club
Their lives as well as their humor Tex and Lester are mighty proud bulletin board in the lobby of the
are governed by the credo: to be serving the Fox Valley and union.
"Never stick your hand under the hope you tune in and call in your
counter of a restaurant you ain't requests and comments. 91.1 on
your radiator .
never been in before."
by John Ulsh and
Marc Sachnoff

Cyclist Split
For High Cliff

Workshop II Plans Games
The LUTC invites any interested member of the
Lawrence community to attend
workshop conducted by Susie
Medak and Paul Doepke on
Tuesday October 16 at 8:00 p.m .
in the C~ffeehouse . This week 's
session is scheduled to be theatre

HUNTING

Frida y a t 8:00, Sa turday a t 8:30
Sunday : I :30, 5 :00, 8: 30

<LUN)- The Lincoln Center
Chamber Society Trio will make
its Midwest premiere at
Lawrence University Monday ,
Oct. 29.
Tickets for the concert by the
world -famous trio of the
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center in New York City are
on sale now at the Lawrence
University box office. The concert will be at 8 p.m . in Harper
Hall of the Music-Drama Center .
It is being sponsored at Lawrence
by Lawrence 's Special Events
Committee, Sigma Alpha Iota
music sorority and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia music fraternity .
Members of the trio are Gervase DePeyer , clarinet ; Paula
Robison , flute , and Richard
Goode , piano.
DePeyer has been principal
clarinetist of the London Symphony Orchestra since 1955 and
has made several world tours
with the orchestra , often appearing as a clarinet soloist.
Paula Robison is featured in
New York appearances with the
Cham er Mu sic Soc ie ty ea ch
season , and is a frequent participant in the Spol eto and
Marlboro festi vals. In 1964, she
won top prize in the Munich
competition and in 1966 she
became the only American flutist
to win first prize in the Geneva
International competition .
Richard Goode , in addition to
being pianist for the Lincoln
Chamber Society , has also served
as musical director for the
successful "Music and Poetry "
concert series at Finch College in
New York City . In addition to
readings by well-known poets ,
Goode frequently appears as
soloist on the Finch College
programs .

for a ~ift? Check the enticing array at Pah-Low's.
Choose from over 5000
items. 0£ course, we gift
wrap free of charge.

Pah-/ows
Luggage · Gifts

303 w.. Oollegla
0n the meet al qu:>lity

games and transformationals,
but the plans are flexible and
whoever attends will help
determine the evening's direction .
One example of such a game
would be Male and Female, in
which sex roles are reversed
while acting out everyday ac tivities .
According to Ms . Medak , "In a
workshop situation like this ,
anyone can participate without
feeling performance pressure. A
workshop should be a learning
and sharing experience. Sharing
someone else's attitudes and
· emotions can be a· learning experience and that's what we hope
to accomplish ." Doepke called it
. "one of sharing private processes
in public." It also provides a
situation to expose people to
"how exciting and unexpected
theatre can be."

Bicycle
More student initiative in
organizing future outings is
encouraged , and anyone who
wants to get an activity organized
is urged to put a note up on the
Outing Club bulletin board. The
Outing Club has a wealth of
equipment everything from
tents and sleeping bags to
bicycles and kayaks . LUOC is
always looking for people who
like to camp , hike , ride, ski , etc .
Also anyone ~apable of teaching
an outing skill and interested in
running a clinic should contact
the LUOC . Sign-up sheets for
future clinics including roe~
climbing, kayaking , and cross
country. skiing are now posted.
Check the LUOC bulletin board
for information and dates of these
and other activities .

Mertz To Speak
on Math Beetle
On Thursday and Friday ,
October
18-19,
Lawrence
University will be the host for Dr.
David B. Mertz of the Department of Biological Sciences at the
University of Illinois , Chicago
Circle Campus . Dr. Mertz will
speak at a joint Science
Colloquium-Biology Seminar on
Thursday at 4:00 p .m . in
Youngchild 161. His topic will be
"The Mathematical Beetle," and
his talk will explore how various
theoretical models of populations
have been generated with the
assistance of an experimental
insect. the flour beetle Tribolium.
His talk will encompass areas of
modeling of considerable interest
in not only the Natural Sciences,
but also the Physical and Social
Sciences as well . Mertz will also
include some of the concepts and
ideas to be published this Fall in
his first book, "The Quantitative
Approach
to
Populations
Growth" .
Although only in his early
thirties , Mertz has gained a
world-wide reputation for his
published papers dealing with the
theoretical and experimental
aspects of demography, with
emphasis on the role of agestructure and life tables in the
determination of the size and
density of a population. While
teaching at the University of
California at Santa Barbara,
Mertz was a co-€ditor , along with
two other well known ecologists,
Drs . Joseph H. Connell and
William W. Murdoch, on a
collection of readings , "Ecology
and Ecological Genetics" . Mertz
did both undergraduate and
graduate work at The University
of Chicago , where he was a
student of Professor Thomas
Park in the Department of ·
Zoology . Park was one of the first
ecologists to employ insect
populations in the laboratory for
the rigorous exploration of the
properties underlying population
growth and maintenance . For
these purposes , he developed the
"Tribolium Model ", in which an
experimental is used in rigidly
controlled environments to study
how various environmental
factors , such as temperature
humidity , food quality, and
predation affect numerical
abundance . By conducting such
well -controlled experiments,
Park and his students provided
insight into how populations are
governed in nature . The purpose
of this approach was not to erect
an "indoor ecology" , but rather
to develop an experimental
system in which selected
variables known to affect

populations could be carefully
controlled and manipulated in
statistically-sound frameworks
of experimental design something that can be very
difficult to accomplish in
populations of other organisms .
Out of the earlier work with
Tribolium by Park and others,
there have developed powerful
approaches to the formulation of
mathematical models relating to
the growth and l"(laintenance of
populations in general . It is this
aspect of "The Mathematical
Beetle" , Tribolium that Mertz
will develop in his talk for the
Science Colloquium .
Before joining the faculty at
Santa Barbara, Mertz completed
a one-year postdoctoral study at
Berkeley under the famous
statistician Jerzy Neyman. But
Mertz returned to Chicago after
Santa Barbara where he has been
ever since. During his two-<iay
visit to Lawrence, Dr . Mertz will
meet with students and faculty
informally and he will also talk to
the Invertebrate Zoology class at
9: 50 am on Friday . Interested
students will also have an· opportunity to have lunch with him
on Friday at 12 : 15 in the Blue
Room of Downer Center .
Students with interests in the
modeling of populations and
demography in general in
Biological, Physical and Social
Sciences are strongly urged to
attend this informal luncheon .

'

Eight
fantastic
subscription
flicks.
ZEROMOSTEL
GENE WILDER
AND KAREN BlACK
~lNEUGENE IONESCOS

lONY RICHARDSON

THE NATIONAL·TI-lEA1RE
CD'v\PANY OF ENGLAND
Al.AN BA1ES

l.N.JRENCE OLIVIER

iACYKEACH
RQElRT STEPHENS
HUGH GRJ FFITH
-- - tN--...-...
JOHN OSBORNE'S

JOAN PLOWRIGKT
IN
ANTO'! OIE.KHCN'S

~ Stop in for all .your laundry

and Dry Cleaning Services
.._

Plain Skirts . 49c each
~ 307 E. College Ave.

EUGENE ONEIU.S

--

TERENCE RIGBY

BROCK PETERS
MELBAMCDRE
RAYMOND SLW::OC..IES
~
IN.KURfWEJLl.6
MAXWEll. ANDERSONS

AlAN BATES

--

JESSICA TAN[J(

RICHARDOCAllAGHAN
SIMON GRAY'S·

-AFllMDIRB:TEDBYwiiii1i,Afll.M 0tRB:TED BY..,..

l.N.JRENCE OLIVIER

Great plays transformed into
great new movies by your
kind of writers, directors,
stars.
One Monday and Tuesday
a month, October through
- May. Four showings, two
evenings and two matinees
'
and that's it.
Starts October 29th and
October 30th at a local
popcorn factory (see theatre
list below).
-·

* Half a Block from Campus

~ROGERS
_____..._IN...,._____

--AFllM DIRECTED ev-

(Cont. from p. 1, col. 5)

Pllo11 733-4428

MIOIAEL JAYSTON
VMEN MERO-IANT

FREDRIC MARCH
ROBERT RYAN
JEFF BRIDGES
BRADR)RI) Dill.MAN

1AN HOIM

HAROLD PINlERS

Cops "Bust"
LU Eight
sign was at some distance from
the stoplight and could not be
easily seen . In addition , the
defender felt that grounds for
dismissal could be found because
of the manner in which the
students were treated at the time .
Furthermore , by checking with
o~her sources, the group
discovered that the $30 fine was
issued by mistake, and the fee
was subsequently reduced to $10.
Liz Orelup, Craig Ganyon and
Jeff Stump initially intended to
contest the matter in court.
However, due to the amount of
court and attorney fees involved
as well as the amount of time '
t~ey, like the other, have paid th~
fm.e . The new strict appmach to
pedes~ian violations is to remain
effective indefinitely.

LEEMARVIN

CYRILCL&CK

(W'i(El MANN
ALFRED HAYES

~---'""50SOl'SIIEE:EEtfl.>.YBY......_....

SPECIAL COLLEGE DISCOUNT

to

Seats are limited. Get down
the box offi~e (or Ticketron)
· with a check. Eight evenings:
$30. Eight matinees: $16 for

students and f acuity, '$24 for
everybody else.

~

THE AMERICAN
FIIM THEATRE 1350 Ave. of the Amcricas, N.Y., N.Y.10019
Phone: (212) 489-8820

THE AMERICA N~ ILM THEATRE IS A PRESENTATION Of

AMERICAN EXPRESS FILMS, INC.
AND .T HE ELY LANDAU ORGANIZATION.I
IN ASSOCIATION WITH CINEVISION LTEE . ((ANADAI

r••••••••••••••••••
I
I

HERE'S WHERE YOU
GO TO JOIN THE
AMERICAN FILM THEATRE

I:------------

1
I
I

APPLETON
Marc 1

1

EXHIBITION DATES
Monday Serles

Oct. 29, 1973
Nov. 12, 1973
Dec. 10, 1973
Jan. 21, 1974
Feb. 4: 1974
, Mar. 11, 1974
April 8, 1974
May 6, 1974

~--~·············

The Admissions Office is eager
for ~pective students to learn
about Lawren~e from current
students. If you would like to
represent
Lawren·c e
to
prospective students from your
community or school during the
Chri&tmas break, check this list
and those that will appear in
succeeding . Lawrentians.
Telephone Mrs. Beaumont at 232
between 8 a.m . and 5 p.m ., give
her your name and campus
address, and let her know which
schools you will visit or whose
students you will contact. Shortly
after Thanksgiving you will
receive the names of students
from the schools you have chosen
whose interest in Lawrence
seems to justify your effort. Your
commitment will not extend
beyond Chr~stmas vacation:
MINNESOTA
Bloomington
Thomas Jefferson H .S.
Duluth
East H.S.
F.dino
.
Convent of the Visitation
Edina East Senior H .S.
F.xcelsior
Minnetonka H.S.
Golden Valley
Golden Valley H.S.

Hastings
Hastings Senior H.S.

long lake
Orono H.S."
Minneapolis
Northrop Collegiate H .S.
Roosevelt H.S.
Southwest Senior H.S.
West H.S.

MinMtonka·
Minnetonka Senior H.S.
Monticello
Monticello H.S.
Mound
Mound•Westonka H.S.
New Bn"ghton
Mounds View H.S.
Northfield
Northfield H.S.
Rochester:-·
John Marshall H.S.
Mayo H.S.
Roseville
Alexander Ramsey H.S.
St. Louis Park
St. Louis Park Senior H .S.

Announcement
Campus Hi-FiCounseling Available

St. Poul
Central H.S.
Derham H a ll
Harding H.S .
Highland Park H S
Kellogg H.S.
. .
St. Paul Academy
SI. Thomas Academy
Sta rim c k
Schoo l Dist. No . 6 14
Std/water
Sti ll water Senior H S
·W ayzata
· ·
Wayzatt, Senior H.S.

MISSISSIPPI
Caspian
West Iron Co unty H.S.
Columbus
S. D. Lee H.S.
MISSOURI
Afton
Lindbergh H .S .
/Jelton
Belton Senior H s
Clal'ton
· ·
Clayton H.S .
Crel'e Coeur
. Parkway Central H S
l·lons.1·a111
· ·
McCluer Senior H s
Kansas City
· ·
Loretto H.S.
Pembroke-Country Day School
St . Jn.veph
Central H.S.
St . Lo uis
John Burroughs H.S.
Parkway Nort h Senior H S
S1. Louis Cou ntry Day · ·
The Prin c ipia
Webster Gro,•e s
Webster Groves H.S.
NEBRASKA
Crete
Crete H.S .
Lincoln
Lincoln Southeast H s
Omaha
· ·
Centra l H.S.
Westside H.S .
NEVADA
Boulder City
Bo uli:ler Ci ty H.S.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Plymouth
Holderness Sc hool
ILLINOIS
Des Plaines
Maine West H.S.
lake Forest
Woodlands Academy
SI. Cha rles
St. Charles H.S .
Belvide re
Belvidere H .S.
Berwyn
Morton West H .S:
Carbondale
Carbondale Community H.S.
Carlinville
Carlinville Community H .S.
Champaign
Centennial H .S.
Champaign Central H .S.
Chicago
Academy of the Sacred Heart
Aquinas H .S.
Austin H.S.
Du Sable H .S.
Farragut H .S.
Fenger H.S.
Francis W . Parker Prep
Kenwood H.S .
Lane Tech
Latin School
Luther H .S. South
Mather H .S.

:~;~ver your. interest in
1• you might enjoy
fhop~ing in to Ex. 305 and
':etenmg to Bill's personal
8
system and rapping
at ut what's happening in
or bet!er still, you
afte talk to him most any
rnoon at

.,:eo
~8.:'eo

-_ APPLETON
HI-Fl
"CENTER
415 W. CQllege Ave.

Flo,r,
Flora H .S .
Flossmoor
Homewood-Flossmoor H s
Franklin Park
· ·
East Leyden H.S.
Freeport
Freeport H.S.
Ga lesbu rg
Galesburg Se nio r H.S.
Geneva
Geneva Community H s
Glenview
· ·
Glenbrook South
SI. L. De Marillac H S
Highland Park
· ·
_Highland Park H .S.
Hillside
Proviso West H .S.
Hinsdale
Hinsdale Township Central
Hoffman Esta tes
Conant H .S.
Joliet
SI. Francis Academy
la Grange
Lyons Township H .S.
Nazareth Academy
lake Forest
La ke Forest H.S.
Libertyville
Libertyville H.S .
Lombard
Glenbard East H .S .
Matteson
Bloom Township H.S.
Maywood
Proviso East H.S.
Metamora
Metamore Township H .S.
Morris
Morris Community H.S .

OHIO
Barbe rton
Barberton H.S.
Chagrin Fa ll.,
Chagrin Fa lls H.S.
Cirrcit,nati
Cincinnati Country Day
Hillsdale H.S .
Walnut Hills H.S.

.

Cleveland Heights
Cleveland Heights H s
Columbus
· ·
Bexley H.S.
Whetsto ne H.S .
Dayton
Oakwood H.S.
Fremon t
Fremont Ross H.S.
Ga tes Mills
Glen Oak School
Gran ville
Granville H.S.
Lima
Shawnee H.S.
New Concord
. Joh n G le nn H.S.
Shllker Heig hts
Hatahway Brown H.S.
Laurel Sc hool
Solon
Solon H.S.
The Plains
A1hens H.S.
We.,·terville
Westerville H.S.
Yellow Springs
Yellow Springs H.S .

OREGON
Po rtland
Oregon Episcopal School
Wilson H.S.
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Lower Merior HS
Broo mall
· ·
Marple Newtown H.S.
Du Bois
Ce ntral Christian H.S.
Erie
Mercyhurst H.S.
Glenolden
lnt erboro H.S.
Glensha,v
Shaker Area H.S .
Newtown
·
George's School
Philadelphia
Central H.S.
Pittsburgh
Peabody H.S .
Radnor
Alternative School West Rose mont
Harriton H.S.
Westtown
Westtown Sc hool
RHODE ISLAND
Newport
St. George 's
Pawtucket
SI. Raphael Academy
Portsmouth
Portsmouth Abbey
Providence
Lincoln Sc hool
Mary C. Wheeler
SOUTH DA KOT A
Sioux Falls
Lincoln H.S.
Sisseto n
Sisseton H.S .
TENNESSEE
Me mphis
George Washington Corner
Manassas H.S.
Westwood H.S.
TEXAS
Ho11.,to11
SI. John's School
Midland
Midland Senior H.S .
VERMONT
Brallleboro Union H.S.
Saxtons River
Verm ont Academy

r>COMING!!t0
. . .~ B 8 11 " ~At.~'11~
Clo~'
WINNER OF 4ACADEMY AWARDS!
t-4

:~rhaps you already know
111 Stephenson,
our
csn_ipus representative. A
senaor at Lawrence he has
worked these past two
years at the Appleton Hi-Fi .
Center.

Mendel Catholic H s
Morgan Park H s ·· ·
Mother McAuley .H S
Mt. Carmel H.S.
· ·
SI. Scholas tica H s Senn H .S.
· ·
So~th Shore H.S .
~m~ersity of Chicago °Lab
a nan Cat holic H .S.
·
Crystal lake
Crysta l Lake H .S
Decatur
Mac Arthur H s
Deerfield
· ·
Adlai E. Stevenson H
Deerfield H .S.
.S.
De Kalb
De Kalb H.S.
Des Plaines
Main East H s
Maine North· ·
Maine South
Down ers G ,·ove
Do wners G rove H S
Elgin
· ·
Elgin Academy
Elgin H.S.
St. Edward's H s
Elk Grove
· ·
Elk Grove H s
Elm hurst
· ·
York Community HS
Elmwood
· ·
Elmwood Park H .S.
Evanston
Bo ltwood H .S.
Evanston Twp Bolt.
Michael H .S. ·
Evergreen Park
Evergreen Park H .S.

"

.

VIRG INI A
Alexa ndria
Mount Vernon H.S .
Charlottesville
Lane H.S .
Greenwa y
T he M·adeira School
Harrisonburg
Eastern Mendonite H.S.
Mclean
Bis hop O'Connell H.S .
Salem
Cave Spring H.S.
WYOMING
Cheyenne
Centra l H.S.

INCLUDING

M ASSACHUSETIS
A ndo ver
Andover H .S.
Phillips Academy
Chelm sford
Chelm sford H.S.
Co ncord
Concord Academy

BEST

SONG

101h CtNIUAI-FOI PAfS£N1S

PAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD

KAlHARINE ROSS
BUTCH CASSIOV ANO THE SUNDANCE KIO cc.'C:.":."::':,~. ~

FiRI

oc:--roeER 19

1S,nTocToeER20

• FRESHMEN <»JLY n1, 7 &10·~

Custom
Pipes, Tobaccos
Accessories and Mag~zines
304 E. College Ave., 734-2821

F:a.,t longmeado w
Eas t Longmeadow H.S.
Hopedale
Hopedale Jr .-S r. H.S.
Lexington
Lexington H.S.
Marblehead
Marb lehead H.S.
North Andover
Brooks Schoo l
No rthampton
Northampton H .S.
Norwell
Norwell H.S.
R ockland
Rockland H.S .
Scituate
Scituate H.S.
Sout hborough
St. Mark's H.S.
South Hadley
So uth Hadley H.S.
Sudbury
Lincoln -S udbury Regional H .S.
Swampsco /1
Dana Hall
Wellesley
Rivers Country Day School
Wellesley H.S.
West R oxbu ry
Roxbury Lati n Sc hoo l
Williamstown
Buxton Sc hool

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Huron H.S.
Bloomfield Hills
Cra nbrook School
Kingswood
F:scanaba
Esca naba Area H.S.
Champion
Champio n Humboldt H s
Clarkston
· ·
Clarksto n H.S.
Grand Rapids
Ma rywood Academy
East Grand Rapids
East Grand Rapids H.S .
lnterlochen
lnterlochen Arts Academy
Ishpeming
Ishpeming H.S.
Kalamaz oo
Kalamazoo Central H.S .
Norway
Norway H.S .
St . Joseph
St. Joseph H.S.
Stambaugh
West Iron County H.S.
Stevensville
.
Lakeshore H.S.
West Bloomfield
West Bloomfield H.S.
COLORADO
Boulder
Boulder H.S .
Brush
Brush H.S.
Colorado Sp rings
Colorado Springs School
Englewood
Cherry Creek· H.S.
Denver Country Day School
Grand Junction
·
Fruita H.S.
Littleton
Arapahoe H.S.
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Central H.S.
Danbury
Danbury H.S.
Wooster Sc hool
Deep River
Vall ey Regional H.S.
Greenwic h
Brunswick
Harr.ford
Loomis Schoo l
Simsbury
Ethel · walker
Stamford
Westhill H.S.
Stratford
Bunnell H.S.
Weston
Weston H.S.
Westport
Westport Staples H.S.
Woodbridge
Amity Regional H.S.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Brooke Hill School for Girls
Boligee
Paramount H.S .
ARKANSAS
Texarkana
Texa rk a na High School

A -Coach's Lament.
''That Goddamn ·R

GRINNELL
STRENGTHS: Big offensive and

defensive lines ; defensive front
four averagei 230 pounds ;
experienced wide receivers.
WEAKNESSES: Entirely new
backfield ; loss of Washington
Alston at FB ; lack of depth ;
young and inexperienced
throughout.
KEY MEN TO WATCH: Bowers
(WR ); Casey (TE ).
OVE RALL : One of the weaker
teams in the conference.
LETTERMEN: 18 among the 44
players on the team .
PROMINENT

NEWCOMERS:

None.
COACH ROBERT'S REMARKS:

"Our biggest concern is the
threat of overconfidence. There's
no reason for this . We 've had
problems with this team in the
pa st. . The games between
Grinnell and Lawrence are
always close. Last year we beat
them 16-13 with a field goal in the
last 2 minutes. Even after that
field goal , they took the kickoff
and moved to the 30 yard line of
LU , only to fall short on a
dropped pass at the goal line .
Grinnell is a very good defensive
team. They do have problems in
the
defensive
secondary
because their defense is on the
field all the time . Their biggest
need is to generate some offense.
As far as the outcome of the
game , our players are looking for
a big win , but I'll be happy with a
1 point victory. Our morale has
been good this week and we're in
good shape. We've made changes
in our backfield and line and this
should help ."
COWETT'S COMMENTS:

"This contest pits two of the
have-nots of the Midwest Conference . Both teams are weak
offensively. I look for a tough
defensive s truggle with most of
the play taking place between the
30 ya rd lines . One break may
decide the outcome. Prediction :
LU- 14 ; Grinnell-7.

THE HURRYING HARRIER happily handles the highest hills
and humps; legs loping loosely over the logs, leaves, and
lumps.

Around
The Conferen~e
CEDAR RAPIDS , IOWA Monmouth and Coe, the only two
undefeated teams in the Midwest
Conference , will clash Saturday
(Oct. 13) at Monmouth . In
another key game, Cornell will be
at St. Olaf ; Cornell , St. Olaf and
Knox are locked in a three-way
tie for third with 2-1 records .
Knox will entertain Carleton , tied
with Ripon for sixth place.
Monmouth and Coe rank 1-2 in
team defense figures released
Tuesday .
Monmouth
has
surrendered 122 yards per game
and Coe 159. Monmouth also
leads the league in total offense
with 478 yards followed by Ripon
at 419.
Four different clubs topped the
rushing and passing categories in
Tuesday's team figures . Monmouth posted the top rushing
mark with a 334-yard per game
average while Ripon was the
leading passing club on a 772yard average.
On defense , Coe had the best
rushing defense, holding op-

ponents to 41 yards per game
while Cornell had the best pass
defense , giving up an average of
55 yards per game.
Coe 's Don Flagel took over the
indiv.idual scoring· lead but seven
of the league 's 10 clubs had
scorers in the top 15. Flagel had
seven touchdowns for 42 points
with Joe Majeski of Ripon and
Ron Baker of Monmouth tied for
second at 30 points with five
touchdowns .
Mike Kubicki of Knox and Mike
Grossman of Carleton were tied
for fourth place . Each had four
TD 's for 24 points .
Two kickers also were among
the top 10. Kip Korir of Coe was
sixth with 22 points on io
· placements and four field goals .
Ron Smith of Monmouth was in
seventh place with 14 placements
and a touchdown for 20 points .
Tied for seventh was Ripon's
Dennis .Pordon who had three
-touchdowns and a two-point
conversion on a pass catch.

Coe Drops Vikes 31-7
(LUN)-Lawrence University
managed to gain more rushing
yardage against Coe College
Saturday than the two previous
Midwest Conference opponents
combined buCit was little solace
to the Vikings who suffered a 31-7
defeat at the hands of the unbeaten Kohawks.
Coe left LU coach Ron Roberts
with a suspicion they might be
the best overall team in the
leag ue . " Mommouth has a
defel)se that has no apparent

weaknesses and seems to have a
better running game," Roberts
said. "But Coe has the best
overall offense in the league with
the passing attack and option
running .
" Those guys (quarterback
Rick Kleinhans and back Don
Flagel ) are the same guys who
started for them three years ago
when the result was just the
opposite . . . you might say
they 've come a long way,"
Roberts noted.
Flagel scored on runs of 24, 15
and four yards but it was the nearflawless
performance
of
Kleinhans executing the option
offense that riddled the Lawrence
Lawrence takes on Tech as well defense for 405 total yards.
as 17 other teams .
Keinhans ran for 75 yards in 13
The Vikes took a fat fourth carries and completed 10 of 18
place last year in the Tech Invite · passes for 151 yards, including a
being edged out for top honors by 13,yard scoring pass .
a fleet-footed Harper Junior
Lawrence 's only scoring came
College (Chicago) team . This after Rick Flom intercepted a
year, besidt_!s, Tech and Harper , Kleinhans pass on the Coe 20 and
Coach Davis harriers will be returned to the 14 late in the first
competing against noted Midwest half. Jack Anderson passed 13
Cross Country teams as Con- yards to Paul Yankee with 3:35
co_rdia, Dominican, UW _ left on a third down play and
Milwaukee ,_ Madison, and other Steve Ehren's PAT kick tied the
UW- extens10n schools.
game at 7-7.
The ever-optimistic Davis
Coe mounted a quick scoring
when questioned regardini march with Flagel bursting 15
Lawrence's chances at the Tech yards off right tackle for the
!~vite this season , commented, winning touchdown with 51
We hope .to win it."
seconds left.

C.C. Takes Lakeland
by Curt Cohen
Last Saturday the Lawrence
University Cross Country Team
took a 6 -35 victory in a dual meet
with Lakeland College, as Freshman Dan Bruneau led the pack
and turned in a time of 21 : 17.9.
The Vikes completely dominated
the field, taking the top nine of a
total 13 places .
Vike . Harriers Jay La Jone
(22 :41) and Jim Beres (22 :57)
took_ second and third places ,
leavmg Lakeland runners Mike
Boedeken 00th) , Stan Dowell
02th) and Bob Tr-ilJelhorn (13th)
far behind in their wake.
The Milwaukee. Tech Invitational Relays_will be the focus
of attention this ··weekend as

er;:::====.======_: =:--=--------.
Bus Tnp to L.U.-Ripon Football Game
.

was the "culprit". Al
by Curt Cohen and Tracy Kahl
Six direct penalty kicks were / magician Taylor_ had perf~er
awa rded to Beloit College by a his tricks _and_saved again, Coa~
rookie referee and the Buc 's , Ternes stormed on' to the fie~
capitalizing on three of them , exclaiming_ to the official, "Yau
came from behind a two goal ·are totally mcompetant !" Tern
deficit to hand the Lawrence was then asked . to leave tb'
·
e
University
Soccer
Team playing field.
(L.U.S.T.) its first defeat.
The officials made the·
If there ever was a game where presence felt soon afterwar~r
the referee was directly ac- Forward John "Pelito" McGee·
countable for the outcome, it had wearing number 5, deftly rnoveci
to have been played at Beloit upfield , completely .untouched b
Stadium last Saturday.
Beloit. As McGee hit the fullbac:
The Lawrence University line , he was "jacked" by th
Soccer Team (L.U.S.T.) took a Buc's defense . "Pelito" had bee~
quick two goal lead early in the warned earlier about ·a foul and
first half , on goals by forwards the poor fullback . who jacked
John Imse and Robby Bearman. McGee happened to be . wearin
A hands penalty to the Buc 's gave number 5 also. VP' -;Went th~
Imse a try at his fourth penalty referee's thumb and as the Bue
kick of the still young season. fullback left, . "Pelito" grinned
This was to be the beginning of a and returned to the game.
long afternoon for the goalies ,
Co-captain Bill "Willie" Denis
particularly L .U .S.T . goalkeeper commented about the abnormal
Mike "Hunt" Taylor . Soon after number of penalty kicks by
Imse scored, the Vikes were saying, "The r_e f wasn't com.
awarded a corner kick. Mentor pletely wrong ... but there were
Hans Ternes sent in 6'4" forward some really questionable calls "
Pete "Hack" Hackmeister , Denis added, " ... but overall the
anticipating a chip-shot by left ref was just incompetant!"·
wing Ken Kolodner . Kolodner 's
Tomorrow L.U.S .T . takes on
shot was headed down by Marquette Unive'J;:sity at the
"Hack" , and co-captain Bear- Institute Field (1 :30-p.m.). Last
man was there for the score.
season the Vikes and Warriors
That was all for the Vikes , fought to a 0--0 standstilL Thus far
however, as the junior-grade this season, both Lawrence and
referee called three straight Marquette have · 'defeated St.
direct kicks against the Norbert College by identical
Lawrence fullbacks .
scores of 3-1. Hopefully for
First year fullback Juan Lawrence , however, there won't
Hernandez was detected on a foul be a three-way battle going on
within the penalty area and the Saturday, between the Warriors,
Buc 's first penalty shot of the day the Vikes and the ·officiajs.
was awarded. Though "Hunter"
nearly managed to save the hot
drive, Beloit was able to score.
Only minutes later Hernandez
was again caught "pushing off" a
Beloit forward, as both scrambled for the ball to the left of the
. Inspired by the smashing
Vike goal. An indirect kick from victory of Billy Jean King over
five yards out was taken Bobby Riggs, the Lawrence
(referee 's discretion)
and Women's tennis team took on
L.U.S.T. suddenly found itself in their first major meet when they
a 2-2 tie .
played hostess to the Lawrence
To "Hunt's" chagrin the worst Invitational Tennis Tournament
was yet to cm:ne. Hackmeister for Midwest Conference Women
was detected pushing within the on October 6 and 7. Although not
penalty area and another penalty quite· matching__King's showing,
kick was awarded. Taylor lined Lawrence women did fairly well,
up , anticipating the shot, and taking 5th place. saved the low drive. Not to be
Senior Mary Dalton put .forth
denied however , the referee the strongest showing in the
awarded the shot over again, on singles competition, getting to
the grounds that "Hunt" . had the finals in the consolation
moved before the shot. This time bracket of her division. She then
the Lawrence goaltender was teamed with Senior Jackie Nixon
beaten in the lower right corner. to win the consolation bracket of
In the second half, the Vikes their doubles division. Also
were penalized for another · participating in- the meet for
violation, and Hernandez again Lawrence were Seniors Pam
Bryan and Ann -CarperiteIT.

Jock Short~

Kidve 5t Conference

MOnMOUth

Coo
Knox

Cornell
St. Olaf

Includes:

Pre-Game Warm-up .in the V!king Room • Ticket to game and extras
Inquire and sign up during bar hours
·

·------=====================.1

L

T

Ph.

Opp.

3
3
2
2
2

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

142
90

0
21

l

1
l

(;J,

46

66
63

42
59

Ripon
Carleton

Grilvlell
Lawrence
Beloit

Games Saturrl!',t (Oct. l ) )

Coe

Cornell
St . Ola f
ICnox
Beloit
Lavrence
Grinnell

334
147
120
2)6
145
201
l <!

121
70
52

Pass.

144
<12
256
1)6
194
· 115
148
44

56

15

Horv-outh
Coo
Cornell

Jtnox
Beloit
Carleton
St. Olaf
Lavrence
Ripon
Grimell

50

41
135
126
168
166
162

n5

180
2'16

?2
118

55

90
168
179
188 .
110
21?
181

85

0
0
0

3
3
3

0
0
0

70
0

"'

14

Opp.

?6
79

119
9)
8)

Last - ~

C.oe

Jl' Lawrence r?

Knox '29, Beloit O
Cornell V, Grinnell 0

TD

Total

478
419
776
Yl2
339
316

<15
165
126
6?

Tea.m Oerense
Paas.

Pts.

l
l

Top Individual ScoNr•

( ~&aJ'l'llt averages)

Ru.!lh.

T

l
l

Monmouth .51, Carleton 0

Team Of'fense
( J-g&Jn& averages)
Ru.sh.

L

l
l

St. Olaf 26, Ripon 22

Carleton at Knox ( Homecond.ng )
Ripon at Beloit
Cornell at St. Olaf
Laurence at Grinnell

Monmout h
Ripon
C•rleton

11

.Bq_sul ts

Coo at Monmouth ( ibl'l'IOeol!Ung)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20

SPONSORED BY THE VIKING ROOM

w

Total
122
159
190
218

336
J45
J50

365
397

4p

1.
2.

Don Flagel, Coe
Joe Kaje*1, Rip.
Ron Baker, Mon.
4 . Mike Kubicki, JCnox
Kike Grossaan, Carl.
6. ltip Korir, Coe
1. &n &I.1th, Mon.
0.mi• Pon:Son, Rlp.
9. Gary Bubalo, Carl.
Jilll Beoia, Com"'
Marte Gelle, s.O • .
Greg Olson, s.o.
Gary Peevler, Mon.
Al Shepherd,· K:>n.
John Carter, Mon.
16. Craig Kouba., Com.
0.ry Kinney, Kon.
Riek Truttaann,· tnox
John Untertrans, Kon.
Tia H::,opa, Carl.
Teny S1cui1ng, Corn.
Jia lbtt>ian, Corn.
2J. nave Orown, Cal'l.

7

5
5
4·
-4
0
l

J
)
)

J
3
3

)
)

XP

0
0
0
0
0
10
14
1•
0

0
0
0

0
0
Q

:o

6

2
2
2

0

2

2
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
10

•1'«,...Point oonwn:io.n

10

ft'

0 /fZ
0 :,0
0 . :,0
0
lit
0
lit
4 22
0
zo
0
zo
0 18
18
0
0 18
18
0
0
18
0
18

0
2.

18
12

12
0
0
12
0 · 11
1%
0
0
11,
0 11
0
111

